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Shiner Machinery is a company specialized in manufacturing, sales, marketing, and
customer support of grain processing and laboratory equipments. The main products are
rice processing equipment including: Kett Moisture meter, Agro moisture meter, Halogen
Moisture meter, OGA digital moisture meter, Raw grain cleaning machine, De-stone machine,
Paddy husker, Paddy separating machine, Sorting machine cover full range of sorting
spectrum from monochromatic, bi-chromatic, and full color RGB to infrared, rice
polishing machine, Kett whiteness tester, Lab polisher, LTJM yield tester, Sample divider, All
type of digital Weighing Scale, Digital Vernier Caliper Mitutoyo, Rice mill spare parts, Single
and three phase VFD. We also deal in Silos and Packaging machines for the food industry.
We also provide engineering solutions and drawing, layout design for a plant, LTHT and MCC
panel drawing, fabrication and commissioning and turnkey solution to setup an entire rice
plant ( Provide Turn Key Solution for Rice Milling Industry ).
We have a Rice Scanner named Grain Measurement System (GRAMS) .The system is highly
accurate in measuring length of rice particles, very easy to use, saves lot of time and mitigates
chances of human error.
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SHINER is driven by Customer Oriented
approach to providing World Class,
Innovative, and Competitive Color Sorting
machinery and other Lab equipments.
Being one of the most technological,
mechanical and technical leaders in the
world, we provide latest technology and
techniques to get accurate and faster
results for the Food grain industry.

We are globally committed to deliver
the best quality and innovative
technologies to our clients & remain on
the path of sustainable growth and shall
rapidly transform Shiner Machinery
into a truly global company, and
outgrow our competitors while adding
value to our customers, employees, and
shareholders.
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The management possess in depth
knowledge and extensive industrial
experience in field of grain milling machine.
Through our relentless efforts, assistance of
our entire team of skilled and adept
workforce, we have developed a
sophisticated production line for us.
Millers in India prefer our products and
solutions due to our quality, efficiency, and
after-sales service capabilities. Backed by a
dedicated R&D team that drives innovations
and a customer support center addressing
the entire value chain, we are able to fulfill
any post-sales requirements of our
customers.
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Annual Highlights
$102K
Annual Tax

$280K

Monthly Income

Production Increased in
2018

1.56K
Projects Done

44%

$6.8M
Annual Income

478
125

Rooms

Active Staff
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Kett Products - Japanese Technology

PM 450 MOISTURE
METER

PR 930 MOISTURE
METER

FG-515/506 SERIES
MOISTURE METER

It provides instant, moisture
content measurement in
wheat and rice flour, whole
wheat, milled and paddy rice
and other powder products.

It is Fast, accurate, portable
moisture measurement using
electrical resistance for better
control of your product
quality.

.

It provide instant, nondestructive moisture content
measurement in grains, seeds
and other 26 objects using
capacitance method.

C-600 RICE WHITENESS
METER

Rice whiteness is a key
indicator of the level of
milling as well as the quality
of the rice.
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GRAIN STORAGE SILOS

We are globally committed to deliver the best
quality and innovative technologies to our clients &
remain on the path of sustainable growth. We are
creating innovative ideas for Storage
Tanks and Storage Silos through constant research
and development. We follow a quality policy,
according to which we produce global level storage
solutions as per the international standards of
quality management.

PACKAGING MACHINE
We are one of the most renowned names of the
industry engaged in offering a wide range of high
quality Automatic Packaging Machines in the market.
Our product range comprises Pouch Packaging
Machines, Collar Type Auger Based and Collar Type
Cup Fillers, Jumbo Bag filling machine, loss-in-weigh
feeder, lorry weigh bridge, hopper/tank weighing
system, batch controller, belt weigher, liquid filling
machines, PLC based automation and scada.
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We have a Rice scanner named Grain Measurement
System (GRAMS) .The system is highly accurate in
measuring length of rice particles, very easy to use,
saves lot of time and mitigates chances of human error.
KEY FEATURES:
- 99% accuracy of Whiteneness Index.
- 99.9% accuracy of Average Length, Width, L/B ratio
- Broken grain measurement by weight
- Damaged / Dis-colored grain measurement by weight
- Customizable thresholds for different rice varieties
- Different profiles saving for different varieties
- Save records on xls or pdf formet for future references
- Auto generate reports with average mode
-With world class Rice Separation feature
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Shiner Color Sorter Machinery is a Japanese based company
specialized in manufacturing, sales, marketing, and customer
support of optical sorting machines widely used in food
processing. We sort everything with product size range from
tiny sesame seeds to walnuts such as: rice, wheat, seed, bean
etc. We have full range of sorting spectrum from
monochromatic, bi-chromatic, and full color RGB to infrared.
- Separate heating and power supply system, could be
switched on or not depend on different situation, which
save grate power conjunction for customer.
- Using imported Japan SMC air intake filters, no worry about
the filtering effect with high impurities, can protect the
machine and extend its working life.
- Using independent SMC Ejector made in Japan.
- Imported high-end 2048 PIXELS CCD sensors.
- Service life of ejectors in more than 14 billion times.
- Patented design of TFT touch screen, high sensitivity with
good stability.
- Adopted with important Japan SMC solenoid valve, reduce
carryover and save the energy.
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Shiner Machinery offers diverse industrial plant design experience across
the rice and other grains industries. We deliver rapid mobilization and
multidisciplinary plant engineering services for the most critical challenges.
Our design engineering services are spread over the full spectrum of the
plant lifecycle, including front end engineering design, detail engineering,
and field services support. We deploy digital industrial plant design
technologies, in line with regulatory standards and other necessary
compliance scenarios to deliver operational efficiency and create new profit
pools from existing assets.
We also provide engineering solutions and drawing, layout design for a plant,
turnkey solution to setup an entire rice plant.
-

Drawing and erection
Fabrication
Commissioning
Electrical cable layout of a plant
LTHT AND MCC panel drawing
www.shinermachinery.com
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OGA MOISTURE METER

HALOGEN MOISTURE METER AGRO MOISTURE METER

LAB PADDY DRYER

CRACKNESS BOARD

WEIGHING SCALE

VFD
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LTJM YIELD TESTER

RICE POLISHER

PADDY DEHUSKER

LAB GRADER
VERNIER CALLIPER

SS SAMPLE DIVIDER

BROKEN SIEVES
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Spare Parts and Materials

After- Sale Service
Our expert service engineers for
different regions across India and
abroad attend to calls promptly and
efficiently. Our engineers are ready to
visit the customer’s facility to perform
pre-emptive maintenance on the
equipment. We are also available on
call, email or through video call to help
our customer.
Consultancy Services
We
help
you
maximize
performance of your machine,
implement good industrial
practices
and
generate
additional value.

We helps keep your equipment in
perfect condition with certified
genuine components and spares. We
maintain a stock of all critical spare
parts.

Equipment Modernization
We can help you extend life of your
equipment, meet new regulatory
standards, improve performance
and enhance functionalities. All the
new updates and new technology
in the product would be done.
Training
We organize ONLINE training to
train customers and develop your
team's competence. Our engineers
visit the site for the installation of
the machineries and teach the
working of the product.
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Some of Clients

More than 500 satisfied clients in India
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Thanks!

Call
US:

00-91- 9215520085
00-91-9953644725

Email
US:

contact@shinermachinery.com
shinermachinery@outlook.com

Follow www.facebook.com/shinermachinerykarnal/
www.twitter.com/shinermachinery?s=08
US:
www.linkedin.com/company/shinermachinery
Corporate Office : Palm Enclave , Street no-3, Near Heritage Lawn , Behind Sector 04 , Karnal-132001. Haryana - INDIA
Branch Office : S-56 Beta Plaza , Sector- Beta 1, Greater Noida-201308 , UP-India
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